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Berg et al. did not reproduce our results but worked on different preparations and, in one central experiment, used a significantly different electrode configuration. To clarify the situation, we have repeated their experiment on the walking leg of a lobster using an apparatus that can produce both electrode configurations. With the configuration used by Berg et al., the signal of the nerve pulse disappears when forced to pass through the region strongly perturbed by the second stimulus. In our original collision setup, pulses do not travel through perturbed regions, and pulses pass through each other without annihilation as previously reported. These results demonstrate that we handle the preparations correctly. Furthermore, they call for a reinterpretation of the so-called collision block experiment performed by Berg et al. Most likely, their results merely indicate inhibition of the nerve pulse by a strong stimulus and not annihilation upon collision as claimed.

In our article from 2014 [1] (referred to as GP2014 henceforth), we showed that pulses in earthworm axons and in the abdominal ventral cord of a lobster can pass through each other. We have since reproduced these results in lobster connectives when individual axons were cut [2]. No ganglia were present in the latter preparation. To our knowledge, the only previous work investigating this effect was that of Tasaki [3] who reported penetration of action potentials in motor nerves from toads. These results are important since predictions using the soliton theory for nerve pulses [4] differ from those of the Hodgkin-Huxley model [5]. The Comment by Berg et al. [6] (referred to as Berg2017 henceforth) questions both our experiments and their interpretation. The statement in our original paper (GP2014) was as follows: “We can falsify the general belief that annihilation must always occur because of the presence of a refractory period.” We did not state that action potentials always pass through each other. In their comment, Berg2017 used either different preparations or different electrode configurations. Since neither case represents a repetition of our experiments, there is no basis for them to challenge our conclusion. For instance, they used living earthworms rather than isolated axons. Furthermore, they used the walking leg of a lobster rather than ventral cords, and they used a different electrode arrangement that leads to a different experimental result. Consequently, our conclusion has not been shown to be incorrect. We show here that pulses may pass through each other even in their setup. Our focus in GP2014 was on the difference between dissipative Hodgkin-Huxley action potentials and non-dissipative solitary waves. We reply only to statements by Berg2017 that are related to our paper.

We respond to the points by Berg2017 in the order of appearance in their comment. Additionally, we provide several new experiments that support our original point.

1. Berg2017 report that colliding pulses traveling in opposite directions in their experimental configuration annihilate in intact earthworms. This does not contradict GP2014, which studied extracted nerves and not intact animals. The experiment by Berg2017 may well be correct, but it does not provide sufficient grounds to question the validity of ours.

2. The authors state that the action potential in earthworms is of an all-or-none nature. This assertion may be true but was neither challenged nor even addressed in our article. Furthermore, Berg2017 claim that the pulse amplitudes must be the same in both directions. However, in contrast to their assumption, they do not measure amplitudes. Both Berg2017 and GP2014 measure the difference in voltage between two closely spaced electrodes, which effectively corresponds to the spatial derivative of the amplitude. This derivative is zero at the maximum of the voltage pulse. The amplitude itself (i.e., the integral of the signal) is expected to be constant only for the HH model and only for the case of isotropic channel densities. In experiments with isolated nerves, the signal also depends on the quality of the contact between nerves and electrodes.
and is subject to additional variations. This has no effect on the propagation phenomenon itself. The criticism of Berg2017 is not justified.

(3) The authors state that velocities must be the same in both directions. This point is not relevant for the message of our 2014 paper. Determination of the velocities in that paper was intended to show that the velocity of individual pulses and of pulses after collision are the same within experimental error, which is true independent of any technical concerns raised by Berg2107. The statement by Berg2017 is also incorrect. In both the HH model and the soliton theory, pulse velocity depends, among other factors, on the diameter of the axon, which changes over the length of the earthworm or neurons. It is also incorrect that the reported pulse velocity in earthworm axons is “agreed” to be 20 m/s. In fact, it ranges from 3 m/s to 30 m/s depending on the nature and extension of the axon. Our data are in full agreement with the relevant literature on earthworm axons as described in Ref. [7].

(4) Berg2017 argue that compound action potentials in the walking leg of a lobster (and in the sciatic nerve of a frog) annihilate. Unfortunately, their electrode configuration differs significantly from ours. We show below that this leads to a different outcome of the experiment and most likely to a misinterpretation of their result. Since the authors did not reproduce our experiment, we decided to reproduce theirs and confirm ours at the same time. The electrode configuration of the experiment performed by Berg2017 on the nerve bundles from walking legs is shown in Fig. 1(b). Signals arising from the stimulation by electrodes \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) are recorded at one end by the recording electrodes \( R \). Thus, in this configuration, only orthodromic pulses are measured. The assumption is that two pulses moving in opposite directions are generated at \( S_2 \). In order to arrive at the recording site \( R \), the signal from \( S_1 \) must pass both the region of pulse collision and the perturbed region at stimulation site \( S_2 \). The collision of pulses and their possible annihilation are not measured directly but inferred from the absence of the signal from \( S_1 \) in the recording. Using the nomenclature of Berg2017, we call this experiment the “collision block experiment.” In contrast, our electrode configuration measures the collision directly. In the following, we call this the “collision experiment.” The recorded pulses do not pass through a stimulated or a perturbed region [Fig. 1(a)]. The simple interchange of \( R \) and \( S_2 \) is sufficient to switch from one electrode configuration to the other. Berg2017 did not perform or report this simple control experiment. Panel (a) shows the recordings using the configuration from GP2014; panel (b) shows the recording on the same nerve following the switching of the electrodes to the configuration of Berg2017. It is apparent that the signal originating from \( S_1 \) disappears at high stimulation voltages in the configuration used by Berg2017, while pulses both from \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) remain in the recordings using the configuration of GP2014. At low voltage and without exception, signals from both \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) could be seen at the recording site in Berg’s electrode configuration in all experiments on many nerves. Since we can reproduce the results of Berg2017 while simultaneously confirming our own results, we have shown that (i) we treat our nerves correctly and (ii) the collision experiment and the collision block experiment do not measure the same phenomenon. We believe that the
strongly perturbed region at stimulation site \( S_2 \) of the collision block experiment [panel (b)] does not permit propagation of a pulse from \( S_1 \) even if orthodromic and antidromic pulses do pass through each other prior to the arrival of the signal from \( S_1 \) at \( S_2 \). In Ref. [7], we repeat this experiment using two pairs of recording electrodes so that both experiments are performed simultaneously (Fig. S1). This experiment confirms the findings shown in Fig. 1.

(5) As a consequence of point 4, the final statement by Berg2017 (“annihilation has been reported in dozens, probably hundreds, of publications over the course of more than 65 years”) is possibly not correct. As shown here, the so-called collision block experiment probably measures something else. This does not mean that these experiments are not correct—it just means that one may have to interpret them differently. The respective literature should therefore be revisited. As shown here, it is possible that the collision block experiment (described in GP2014 and Berg2017) rather indicates the inhibition of nerves at the site of a very strong stimulus without addressing the question of annihilation.

Conclusion.—For the lobster walking leg, we have shown that both the collision block experiment of Berg2017 [6] and our collision experiment can be reproduced in the same nerve. Since collision cannot simultaneously lead to annihilation and to penetration, our results suggest that Berg2017 have measured inhibition of the nerve at the stimulation site and not annihilation. Since we reproduce their result, we further demonstrate that we handle the nerve correctly.

The experiments performed by Berg2017 [6] were not identical repeats of our original experiments. Therefore, their results do not invalidate ours.
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